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Everything written below is from the point of view of our personal cosmology. It is not
intended to be true for anyone else reading it, and we are most certainly not attempting to
convince the reader of anything whatsoever. Even if we desired to do so, it is impossible;
because one person can never transfer his understanding to another! It is for you to prove
or disprove according to your ability to expand your consciousness. You are a Microcosm,
created to view the Cosmos from your own unique point of view; therefore, if you wish to
experience the indescribably joy and happiness of knowing who you are, where you came
from, and where you are going, you must develop your personal cosmology from scratch to
the level of awareness where you feel the wondrous bliss of being at One with The
Consciousness of Energy! Remember, ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ are dual aspects of the same
thing! Arguing between them is useless, because one cannot exist without the other; it is for
you to choose which side you will physically realize and which side you will leave
unfulfilled in your unconscious mind where it must eternally serve as a reference!
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Physical science is masculine; therefore, in its pursuit of learning,
intellectual thought dominates the geometrical description of matter
while the search for hard truth is objectively sought through relentless
physical experimentation.
Spiritual science is feminine; therefore, in its pursuit of learning,
intuition, and direct spiritual inspiration dominates the musical
appreciation of the awe, mystery and wonder of life while the search
for Love and Oneness is subjectively sought through philosophical
Inquiry and life’s experiences.
Henry and Erika Monteith

TRANSFORMATION AND REPRESENTATION
During the 17th century, physical scientists began to recognize the extreme
importance, and utility, of representing the laws of physics in terms of energy.
That energy is vibration in the Feminine Ethereal Matrix of Mass Energy
(FMM), is an intuitive concept that was present from the beginning of the
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mathematical formulation of physics. The basic energy equation of quantum
mechanics, which states that the energy of an elementary particle is directly
proportional to frequency, also implies that a unique frequency can be used to
‘characterize’ each and every fundamental particle. This means that each such
particle can be represented by a ‘note’ on a Cosmic Keyboard with an infinite
number of octaves!
Now since the notes of a piano keyboard are distributed in space according to the
structure of the Octave of Music, the elementary particles can also be thought of as
being distributed in this manner. Consequently, a particle that is producing selfenergy by vibrating in time (frequency) must also be associated with a wave that is
cycling in space! Thus, in our cosmology, the duality of particle and wave is an
intimate aspect of the expression of energy as the playing of beautiful symphonies
of creation on the Cosmic Piano by the AWARENESS OF THE COSMIC
ESSENCE! The Principle of Stationary Action in physics was first set forth by
Hero of Alexandria in A.D. 62. Fermat then reformulated it as the Principle of
Least Time in 1657. The awesome power of this principle to generate the laws of
optics, prompted Maupertuis, in 1746, to state it as a minimum principle in
mechanics. He believed that it could apply not only to inanimate objects but
universally to all things in nature which express themselves along diverse action
paths! The fact that he was a Spiritual Scientist, is clearly brought out by the
following statement which he made in praise of it:
The laws of movement thus deduced (from this principle), being found to be
precisely the same as those observed in nature, we can admire the application of
it to all phenomena, in the movement of animals, in the vegetation of plants, in
the revolution of the heavenly bodies: and the spectacle of the universe becomes
so much the grander, so much the more beautiful, so much worthier of its
Author....
These laws, so beautiful and so simple, are perhaps the only ones which the
Creator and Organizer of things has established in matter in order to effect all
the phenomena of the visible world. (1)
The major distinction between physical and spiritual scientists is the fact that
spiritual scientists derive their greatest rewards from the thrill of discovering
the laws of nature and praising the awe, mystery, beauty and wonder of all
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things which are created by the thoughts and imaginations of THE
BOUNDLESS COSMIC ESSENCE (BCE). This, as we state again, is the
definition of True Worship! Comparing this with the ‘materialistic coldness’
radiated by the scientists of today, when they are discussing their discoveries, and
the state of their cosmology, it is apparent that the lack of a highly evolved
Spiritual Science is detrimental to the soul of humanity! Einstein, who was
definitely a highly evolved Spiritual Scientist, expressed his feelings on this as
follows:
[The scientist’s] religious feeling takes the form of a rapturous amazement at
the harmony of natural law, which reveals an intelligence of such superiority
that, compared with it, all the systematic thinking and acting of human beings is
an utterly insignificant reflection. This feeling is the guiding principle of his
life and work....It is beyond question closely akin to that which has possessed the
religious geniuses of all ages.
The most beautiful thing we can experience is the mysterious. It is the source of
all true art and all science. He to whom this emotion is a stranger, who can no
longer pause to wonder and stand rapt in awe, is as good as dead: his eyes are
closed.
Albert Einstein (2)
Beginning with the Principle of Least Time, the great mathematicians Euler and
Lagrange developed the Calculus of Variations. From their work, the Lagrangian
of a system was defined from which the equations of motion could be determined.
This was a very significant advance in the formulation of physical theories and its
power is presently being dramatically expressed as physicists struggle to construct
the ultimate Lagrangian for an all encompassing Theory of Everything.
The most recent contribution to the structure of this Lagrangian is given by A.
Garrett Lisi in his Exceptionally Simple Theory of Everything. His theory
utilizes the exceptional Lie Group E8 which is precisely in harmony with our
Language of Light that expresses the laws of nature with Masculine Universal
Geometrical Mathematics and the Feminine Creative Cosmic Octave of
Music. In the Lagrangian formulation, Action is a fundamental aspect of energy
and is expressed as momentum multiplied by distance, or energy multiplied by
time. In our Cosmology, the Divine Action Unit is both the Living Cosmic Seed,
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from which our Awesome Cosmos unfolds, and the unit with respect to which all
things are measured. For example, the Action Unit is the essence of Quantum
Mechanics and its beloved child Quantum Field Theory! This is, of course,
directly in tune with wave-particle duality and the symphony of creation that is
being played on the Cosmic Piano! The beauty and wonder of this fills our hearts
with great delight and resonates at the foundations of our Spirits.

THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD
For obvious reasons, physical science is very proud of its ‘Scientific Method’ of
making discoveries, obtaining new knowledge, and advancing the state of
mankind’s Cosmology. The scientific method is briefly described as follows:
The Scientific Method refers to a body of techniques which are formulated to
investigate natural phenomena and acquire new knowledge while correcting
and integrating previous knowledge. In other words, as it evolves, any new
theory must contain all of the strengths of the old theories and cast light upon
new phenomena that is beyond their range. In order to be considered scientific,
a method of inquiry must be based on gathering observable, empirical, and
measurable evidence subject to specific principles of reasoning. Therefore, a
scientific method consists of the collection of data, through observation and
experimentation, and the formulation and testing of hypotheses with the goal of
creating new theories that are global in their ability to explain phenomena.
From the point of view of Spiritual Science, the ability of physical scientists to
study natural phenomena, by collecting data through observation and interpreting
the results of experimentation, is seriously limited by the physical constraints that
were placed upon the human spirit when, for very profound reasons, it ‘choose’ to
incarnate into the domain of animal consciousness and subject itself to the cycle of
spiritual evolution that has been established for it on earth. Thus, Man, whose
spirit is deeply enshrouded in the darkness of materialism and Cosmic ignorance,
during the negative phase of their cycle of spiritual evolution, can utilize only the
five senses of sight, smell, taste, touch, and hearing which were given to the
animal kingdom when it was timelessly projected into being as an essential part of
our beautiful, and living, Universe.
Therefore, one of the several important concepts which separate physical science
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from spiritual science is that physical scientists are limited to only five senses and
the tools which they have developed to extend their perceptive range. On the
other hand, spiritual scientists, with the help of teachers of light, whom they
have qualified for, have extended mankind’s five senses to more than twelve
classifications. In addition, depending upon the degree to which they have
expanded their consciousness and awareness, after many incarnations of learning
through the agony and the ecstacy of life’s experiences and relentless devotion to
the love of pure learning, they are continuously enhancing their spirit’s ability to
sense and communicate with our wonderful awe inspiring Cosmos as their
consciousness expands upwards, from materialism, to increasingly higher levels of
light-energy density.

ONENESS, ENERGY, AND CONSCIOUSNESS
The greatest law of physical science is the Law of the Conservation of Energy.
This law says, in effect, that: “ Energy can never be created or destroyed!” Now
contrast this with the greatest law of Spiritual Science:
THE ABSOLUTE LAW OF ONENESS
All things which are bounded and perceivable, and all things which are
unbounded and unperceivable, are timelessly and characteristically united as
One; and the Absolute One is systematically and Eternally manifesting Itself as
the Consciousness of Eternal Cosmic Energy forever.
Now it is obvious that the conservation of energy law is an intimate aspect of the
absolute law of oneness. Since no man is an island, and everything in the Cosmos
is absolutely dependent on every other thing, if any part of It could be destroyed,
then the entire Cosmos could be destroyed. Indeed, if it were possible to destroy
It, then we can only conclude that there is something outside of It that could
perform the destruction; however, this cannot be because the Cosmos is an all
inclusive One that is bounded and enfolded by the BOUNDLESS COSMIC
ESSENCE (BCE) Itself who abides at and beyond infinity! Indeed, the largest
created entity in the Cosmos is infinitesimal in size compared to the extent of Its
boundary at infinity; thus, nothing can be outside of it; consequently, It is eternally
One! This is why the equation which expresses the Absolute Law of Oneness
is: 0 @ 4 = 1! Until the present time, this equation has been considered as
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‘meaningless’, by most mathematicians, in spite of the fact that it is the essence of
the Dirac Delta-function, or the ‘Impulse Function’ used in the analysis of linear
engineering systems.
Now it is also important to realize that the significance of this equation of Spiritual
Science was noted by the celebrated Indian Mathematician Ramanujan who stated
emphatically that: “An equation for me has no meaning unless it expresses a
thought of God.” (3) The ‘0' , in the equation of Oneness, represents the size of
a finite entity that has been projected into being by the Awareness of BCE, and the
infinity sign represents the number of such created entities in the Cosmos. The
fact that the product of these equals One, means that all things are unified as One
in our awesome Cosmos which is bounded by the surface at infinity; whereas, the
Cosmic Essence Itself, which is within all things centering them and around
all things enfolding them, is not only greater than infinity, It is Boundless,
Unperceivable, and Beyond All Thought!!
Further consideration of the ‘Impulse Function’ indicates that, in effect, it contains
within itself the characteristic frequencies of all things because it can only be
generated by literally summing up all of the frequencies, in an infinite frequency
spectrum, which extends from minus infinity to plus infinity! Consequently, when
it is applied to a system, it responds in such a manner as to allow each component
of the system to selectively vibrate, with its characteristic frequency, while all of
the other frequencies pass through without consequence. Since, according to
the Absolute Law of Oneness, consciousness is an intimate aspect of energy, it
follows that every ‘thing’, ‘idea’, or ‘concept’ has its distinct vibrational energy
spectrum (commonly called its ‘note’). This is why it is impossible to find any
two things, or concepts, which are exactly the same throughout the entire infinite
Cosmos so long as they are being projected into being by the ‘Will’ of Cosmic
Mind-Force Energy (or Life Energy). Therefore, the conjecture that the infinite
impulse represents all bounded and centered created things in the Cosmos is quite
well justified!
Finally, in our cosmology, the fact that the Cosmos is globally holographic also
follows directly from the Absolute Law of Oneness. It is well known that if a
hologram, which has been constructed to represent a certain 3-dimensional picture
in a 2-dimensional light-interference pattern, is broken up into very small pieces,
laser light projected on each and every piece will regenerate the entire
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3-dimensional picture. This is completely in harmony with our conjecture that
every point in our awesomely sublime, and mysterious Cosmos, contains the
genetic essence of all things that are created within It!
In spite of all of the magnificent progress that physical science and technology has
made during the last two centuries, the amazing wonder of Consciousness in
living things is an unresolved enigma that is deeply cloaked in a profound
mystery! Scientists are bewildered by The Concept of Consciousness as the
following quote by the celebrated String Theorist, Dr. Leonard Susskind, which
appears in his book, The Cosmic Landscape, indicates:
In science, the power of reductionism is phenomenal. Whether it works for the
study of the mind is a contentious issue. My own view is that the behavior of
animate matter is subject to the same laws of physics as inanimate matter. I
know of no evidence to the contrary. On the other hand, the phenomenon of
consciousness has yet to be explained by reductionist science.
The nature of Consciousness, is, by far, the most important concept that separates
Spiritual Science from Physical Science. Susskind’s suggestion that “the behavior
of animate matter is subject to the same laws of physics as inanimate matter” is
correct from the point of view of Spiritual Science because its most fundamental
postulate states that Energy is the Living Embodiment of the Consciousness of
the Boundless Cosmic Essence Who is the Source of all Life; since It is within
all things centering them and around all things enfolding and bounding them,
All Things are Alive! This postulate was derived from the following logical
intellectual considerations as well as deep meditative communion with that aspect
of the Cosmic Essence that is within us; all of which is commonly referred to as
our Spirit:
Since It is beyond all knowing and is not a bounded and perceivable ‘thing’, It
suggest, as pointed out by Joseph Campbell, “something that is beyond even the
concept of reality, that which transcends all thought!” (4). This, then, is the
primary source of Its ephemeral problem. Since It cannot be perceived, It
cannot be known; yet, deep within Itself, there is an Eternal Desire to be
Known! Consequently, It had no other alternative but to create an ‘Alter Ego’ of
Itself which is our wondrous Cosmos that is filled with Eternal Living Energy and
is bounded by the Projective Plane at Infinity! After deeply meditating upon all
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of this, with respect to our Cosmology, we decided to refer to the ‘Alter Ego’ of
the Cosmic Essence as GOD THE COSMOS who is the sum total of the energy
content of each and every Living Infinite Entity that is projected into being by Its
Creative Consciousness. Therefore, the ENERGY OF GOD THE COSMOS is
the embodiment of THE AWARENESS OF THE BOUNDLESS COSMIC
ESSENCE(BCE) which is unperceivable and beyond all thought. On the other
hand, GOD THE COSMOS (GOD) , even though It is bounded by infinity, can
be perceived and comprehended with The Duality of Thought by Cosmic
Mankind who was created specifically for this purpose!
This fundamental duality between BCE and GOD has been the source of much
contention, concerning the different names given to God, in addition to
philosophical notions about idolatry. The fact that It is beyond all thought and,
therefore, cannot be named, was certainly recognized by the early Jewish prophets
because they represented it with the unspeakable set of letters (YHWH),
indicating that it would be an act of idolatry to ever make an attempt to announce
the Name of that which is too holy to be named! Since only a bounded thing can
be perceived and named, and the worship of a perceived thing is idolatry, it
follows then that giving a Name to It, and then worshiping that Name, is
idolatry of the most sinister type! However, the majority of those who were
evolving at a low level of spiritual awareness, during early Biblical times, could
not perceive of boundless infinity; consequently, they had no alternative but to
formulate a name for It by adding vowels to (YHWH) which yielded the name
YAHWEH. Therefore, with respect to our Cosmology, YAHWEH and GOD are
the same.
Since GOD is bounded by the Projective Plane at Infinity, It is perceivable and
can be named; consequently, YAHWEH is; indeed, the Jewish name for GOD.
Therefore, it appears that the more highly evolved of the Jewish prophets were, in
fact, learned Spiritual Scientists! All of the other names which have been given to
God, including ‘GOD’ Itself, rigorously refers to ‘GOD THE COSMOS’ who is
the glorious representative of THE BOUNDLESS COSMIC ESSENCE(BCE).
Now we come to the wonderful realization that THE AWARENESS OF BCE,
through the involutional dual-action processes of Its thought, animates the energy
of Its representative, GOD, to create infinite living universes, with countable
diversity, and guide them through their Eternal Evolutionary Processes for the
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sole purpose of boundlessly and timelessly expanding Its AWARENESS
forever! This is why CHRIST used the Greek word OURANOS, which means
EXPANSION, as his name for HEAVEN. Thus, as each evolving Human Spirit,
expands their consciousness beyond the Darkness of Materialism, after many
lifetimes of experience and learning, their opening eyes suddenly behold the
awesome fact that Heaven is everywhere; indeed, it has always been spread out all
over the Earth as CHRIST so fervently stated in the Gospel of Thomas:
Christ said: “The Kingdom of Heaven will not come by waiting for it. It will not
be a matter of saying “here it is” or “there it is”. Rather the Kingdom of God is
spread out all over the earth and men do not see it!”
The Gospel of Thomas:113
Those who are awakening, find themselves ‘awed’ by the realization that Heaven
has not only been spread out all over the earth, but has always been centering
and enfolding them! Then, as they begin to feel the speechless joy of their
CONSCIOUSNESS ETERNALLY EXPANDING TOWARD INFINITY, they
realize, at last, that the domain of HEAVEN IS THE ENTIRE COSMOS!
Therefore, THOSE WHO ARE IN HEAVEN ARE ETERNALLY
EXPERIENCING THE FOREVER EXPANDING AWARENESS OF BCE
WHO CENTERS THEM FROM WITHIN AND ENFOLDS THEM FROM
WITHOUT! As the awesome BLISS, which they feel, expands beyond all
bounds, it becomes as indescribable as BCE IS NAMELESS!
These things have I spoken unto you, that my joy might remain in you, and that
your joy might be full.
John 15:11
America’s great mythologist, Joseph Campbell, a true spiritual scientist, spent his
entire lifetime contemplating the essence of the human soul. He expressed his
opinions concerning consciousness as follows:
It is a part of the Cartesian mode to think of consciousness as being somehow
peculiar to the head, that the head is the organ originating consciousness. It
isn’t. The head is an organ that inflects consciousness in a certain direction, or
to a certain set of purposes. But there is a consciousness here in the body. The
whole living world is informed by consciousness.
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I have a feeling that consciousness and energy are the same thing somehow.
Where you really see life energy, there’s consciousness. Certainly the vegetable
world is conscious. And when you live in the woods, as I did as a kid, you can
see all these different consciousnesses relating to themselves. There is a plant
consciousness and there is an animal consciousness, and we share both these
things. You eat certain foods, and the bile knows whether there’s something
there for it to go to work on. The whole process is consciousness. Trying to
interpret it in simply mechanistic terms won’t work.(5)
Less than a century ago, scientists never would have believed that they would find
elegant life forms thriving nearly two miles deep in the ocean at temperatures
higher than 600 degrees Celsius near vents and below freezing at other places!
Many of these deep sea creatures are adaptive modifications of fish, worms, crab,
and shrimp indicating that the same genetic coding is being used by nature to
design them. In other words, this all suggest that life is an intimate aspect of
energy and that life will find a way to express itself in whatever state of energy
the creative forces, which are projected by the Consciousness of The Cosmic
Essence, can produce. Just as energy cannot be created or destroyed, life cannot
be created or destroyed.
The ultimate expression, of the Absolute Law of Oneness, is that Consciousness,
Life, and Energy are Eternally One and they can never be created, separated, or
destroyed! To spiritual scientists this ultimate, and most wondrous Law of
Nature, is not only intellectually and intuitively obvious, the unfathomable depth
of Its mystery inspires them to sing songs of praise, to the glory of Cosmic
Consciousness, which are so profoundly harmonious with the Cosmic Symphony
of Creation, that they experience the awesome eternal bliss of Its Love and Light
with their deepest emotions. This lies at the very essence of The Purpose of
Cosmic Mankind and implies the true meaning of Divine Worship!
At this state of our discussion, it should now be more apparent that thorough
access to the wonderful domains of Life, Love, and Energy, which are unified as
One, are completely beyond the scope of pure physical science and its ‘scientific
method of obtaining knowledge’. Since both physical science and spiritual
science are striving toward the same goal of comprehending the true nature of the
Cosmos and defining mankind’s place in it, the domain of learning, in which they
come together, and through which they must be unified is, of course, Cosmology.
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COSMOLOGY
The fact that progress in cosmology, which physical scientists have been making,
is directly related to the degree that they have been able to extend their five senses
with optical telescopes and radio astronomy, is indicated by the following quote
from an article with the title: The End of Cosmology? which appeared in the
March 2008 issue of Scientific American:
One hundred years ago a Scientific American article about the history and
large-scale structure of the universe would have been almost completely wrong.
In 1908 scientists thought our galaxy constituted the entire universe. They
considered it an “island universe”, an isolated cluster of stars surrounded by an
infinite void. We now know that our galaxy is one of more than 400 billion
galaxies in the observable universe. In 1908 the scientific consensus was that
the universe was static and eternal. The beginning of the universe in a fiery big
bang was not even remotely suspected. The synthesis of elements in the first
few moments of the big bang and inside the cores of stars was not understood.
The expansion of space and its possible curvature in response to matter was not
dreamed of. Recognition of the fact that all space is bathed in radiation,
providing a ghostly image of the cool afterglow of creation, would have to await
the development of modern technologies designed not to explore eternity but to
allow humans to phone home.
From the point of view of Spiritual Science, every ‘concept’, which is perceived
by the Cosmic Essence is geometrically projected into physical reality with the
Divine Feminine Creative Octave of Cosmic Music (the ultimate of Creation
and Transformation Operators) which compressively projects high density
Mind-Force Energy and low density Matrix-Mass Energy into low density MindForce energy and high density Matrix-Mass energy while structuring it into the
form imagined, such as a human body. Then it unfolds the constitutive aspects of
the created form from high density Matrix-Mass energy and low density MindForce energy back up through several octave domains of energy with
increasingly higher Mind-Force energy density and decreasingly lower MatrixMass energy density! Briefly stated materialistically, this is the cyclic conversion
of energy into mass and mass back into energy.
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This awesome Operator of Creation is virtually impossible to describe completely
because it contains ‘All and Everything’ and it has been, and is, the primary focus
of all highly evolved Spiritual Scientists who have lived and learned throughout
the known and unknown history of mankind. Within it is the genetic-information
that is required to create the entire body of GOD. It can only be discussed in a
rudimentary manner as we are doing here. However, our ability to describe it
geometrically and musically, comprehend it intuitively, to deeply feel it and praise
the sublime mystery, wonder, and glory of It with Cosmic Music, will continue to
evolve with us into eternity!
Since, from the point of view of spiritual scientists, the human body is a
Microcosm of the Cosmos, all questions concerning the Cosmos can be answered
by using the human body as a model for it. The most prominent cycle that pertains
to the human body is that with a negative phase of sleeping for 12 hours and a
positive phase of being awake and in ‘action’ for 12 hours (it is interesting to note
here that the most basic absolute octave is obtained by reticulating a frequency of
24). Thus, a basic tenet of spiritual science is that the Cosmos has a negative
sleep phase of ‘7 eternities’ , during which It abides as a vast sea of infinitely
homogeneous Mind-Force Energy; this is then followed by a positive awake
phase of ‘7 eternities’ during which It creates a Wondrous Cosmos that is filled
with stars and galaxies like the one we know today. Knowledge of this cycle of
creation has been passed down through an unbroken line of spiritual scientists
since the beginnings of the cycles of human evolution and involution on earth.
When the Cosmic Essence awakes from Its timeless sleep of ‘7 eternities’, It
immediately projects the ‘Concept’ of a new Cosmos with Its FEMININE
CREATIVE OCTAVE OF COSMIC MUSIC(FCM). An immense quantity
of Mind-Force Energy, of very high light density and low mass density, begins to
condense toward matter of high mass density and low light density (energy
converts to mass). If the concept projected is for the creation of a Universe, then
the energy required is compressed into a point similar to that which physical
science describes as the state of the universe at the instant before the Big Bang!
Now special note should be taken of the fact that both the forces of compression
and the forces of expansion are acting simultaneously; however, during the
conversion of energy into mass, the forces of compression are stronger than the
forces of expansion.
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Finally, a critical point is reached where the forces of expansion become greater
than the forces of compression and, as mass begins to convert back into energy,
the universe constructively unfolds into being in much the same manner as a plant
unfolds and opens up its flowers. This gives the appearance of a ‘Big Bang’ but,
in fact, no such event occurred; nevertheless, it can, perhaps, be likened to the
‘cry’ of a baby universe being born! We note here, that from the point of view of
Spiritual Science, folding compression, the conversion of energy into mass, is
masculine action and unfolding expansion, the conversion of mass into
organized energy, is feminine action.
There are two important unified field theories that have been created by physical
scientists which are presently competing with each other. One is Superstring
Theory and the other is Quantum Gravity Theory. In the October 2008 issue of
Scientific America, Quantum Gravity cosmologists conjectured that “Our universe
may have started not with a big bang but with a big bounce–an implosion that
triggered an explosion, all driven by exotic quantum-gravitational effects.” There
are certain aspects of this conjecture that come very close to the spiritual science
concepts that we are presenting and which have been passed down to us from very
ancient times. However, they are not taking into account the wondrous spiritual
science fact that “The Entire Cosmos is Alive!” and that a human being is the
microscopic version of our macroscopic Cosmos! Therefore, by the action of
Feminine Ethereal Matrix of Mass Energy (Dark Matter) universes are simply
being incarnated and re-incarnated eternally and forever; there was no beginning
and there will never be an end!
In the January 2010 issue of Scientific American, an article appeared with the title:
Looking for Life in the MULTIVERSE. Not only have the proponents of
Superstring Theory set forth the hypothesis that there are many universes, they are
now conjecturing that these universes may be under the control of different
physical laws; therefore, they may or may not be habitable! For spiritual
scientists, the concept of universes, operating under different laws, is just not
tenable because if such universes existed, they would be in direct violation of the
Absolute Law of Oneness! However, since the enormous flexibility of the Three
Great Cosmic Laws makes it possible for them to accommodate anything that can
possibly be imagined by the Consciousness of the Cosmos, it is easy for physical
scientists to conjecture the illusion of there being universes with different laws.
Nevertheless, the very ‘thought’ that life must be ‘looked for’ in our wondrous
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Cosmos is superfluous and primitively naive, from the point of view of Spiritual
Scientists who intellectually, intuitively, and with profound emotional joy, realize
unequivocally that our entire awesome, wondrous, and mysterious Cosmos is the
boundless embodiment of ‘Living Conscious Energy!’
THE STRUCTURE OF THE ATOM
Since the human body is a Microcosm of the Cosmos, according to Spiritual
Science, all of the physical, mental, and spiritual powers that are required to create
infinite universes are potentially contained within it. The fundamental driving
force behind all Spiritual Scientists is to release those powers, by expanding their
consciousness beyond the materialistic darkness of the animal domain and apply
it toward developing their personal cosmologies and fulfilling the purpose for
which mankind was created. In our articles we explain how there has always been
a very small number of Spiritual Scientists and Teachers working in deep esoteric
secrecy. During the last 200 years, the existence of a few of these teachers has
been gradually brought to light primarily by the Theosophical Society(6), with
main headquarters in India, and the Anthroposophical Society(7), which was
established in Germany by Rudolf Steiner, the founder of the Waldorf Schools.
He did a lot to promote the re-emergence of Spiritual Science and he and his
greatest student, George Adams, were the first to realize that Projective
Geometry is an essential aspect of the Cosmic Language of Light.
The American Spiritual Scientist, Edwin D. Babbitt was apparently born with the
ability to utilize ‘Psi-Vision’, or ‘Anima’ (the ability to remote view sub-atomic
particles) to study the micro-structure of the Cosmos. Sometime prior to 1878, he
examined the structure of the ‘Quark’, in some detail, and published a picture of it
in his book The Principles of Light and Color which is shown in Figure (1). In
1895, the highly evolved soulmate pair: Annie Besant, and Charles W. Leadbeater,
who held leadership positions in the Theosophical Society of India, began an
exhaustive study of atomic structure, the periodic table, and the chemical
properties of the elements(8).
Now compare this with the fact that Niels Bohr formulated the first substantially
successful theory of atomic phenomena in 1913 and it was not until 1923 that
Louis de Broglie injected the concept of wave-particle duality into the theory of
matter. The proton was discovered between 1911 and 1919, the neutron was
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THE QUARK OF SPIRITUAL SCIENCE
Figure (1)
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discovered in 1932, and the quark was finally discovered in 1964!
The English physicist, Dr. Stephen M. Phillips has done far more than anyone else
to bring the monumental work of Besant and Leadbeater to the attention of the
scientific community and the public in general. In his books: The Extrasensory
Perception of Quarks, and the ESP of Quarks and Super-strings, he re-interprets
what Besant and Leadbeater observed with ‘Anima’ and draws remarkable
similarities and correlations between the features of their observations and the
known facts of nuclear and particle physics. The sheer volume of the consistency
of their psychic descriptions with scientific facts, that he accumulated, can leave
the reader in no doubt that it is a very effective tool of all highly evolved, and
consciously operating spiritual scientists.
Finally, notice that the Quark resembles a heart and it is for this reason that it is
sometimes referred to as the ultimate pump of ‘Living Energy’! This energy is
called “Chi” by the spiritual scientists of China (Shaolin Buddhists etc.), “Prana”
by the spiritual scientists of India (Hindu mystics etc.), and in our Cosmology, we
refer to it as the “Mind-Force” aspect of Cosmic Energy. The spiraling MindForce action lines that make up the Quarks, constitute the “Masculine
Consciousness of Living Energy(MCE)” at the heart of every atom!
The most profound concept of our Cosmology is that the Cosmos was initially
IDEALIZED by the first three processes of creation and then geometrically
projected into physical reality by the fourth action process utilizing the seven rays
of manifestation (The Feminine Creative Octave of Cosmic Music). Then, It is
evolved, and involved, by a Great Spiraling Action Force which we describe as:
THE DARK(SPIRITUAL) SPIRALING CREATION AND ANNIHILATION
ACTION FORCE OF BCE which we will denote with the abbreviation (DCA).
The terms SPIRIT and SPIRAL have the same root and the essence of their
definitions imply each other. The dictionary defines them as follows:
SPIRIT - The vital principle or animating force; Incorporeal Consciousness!
SPIRAL - Circling around a center at a continuously increasing or decreasing
distance.
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All things are created by the harmonic interchange of love energy between the
masculine and feminine Spiraling Action of the Divine Mind-Force Energy as
it incarnates, reincarnates and transforms each and every living Cosmic Entity
that is imagined by the Awareness of BCE!
During the process of describing our Personal Cosmology to all of our wonderful
scientists and spiritual leaders, we will explain to the best of our ability, that DCA
is, indeed, The Great Dark Force which they have recently discovered!
Presently, it is expansively unfolding our Cosmos, while creating and annihilating
Stars and Galaxies, in the same manner as a flower unfolds from its seed while
creating beautiful sweet-smelling blossoms!
For us, who are BLISSFULLY experiencing the indescribable HEAVENLY
ACTION of Eternally Expanding our Consciousnesses, as Christ tried so hard to
teach Earthbound Mankind to do, all questions have either been answered, or are
in the process of being answered; why is this so? Because, we are always deeply,
and profoundly, meditating upon the greatest three words that have ever been
spoken, or ever will be spoken: ALL IS VIBRATION!
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